
Consult also the updated lists: 1950-2000, 2001-2005, and 2006-2010. This selective book list indicates the large number and wide range of published viewpoints available to lesbians and gay men interested in exploring their lives as spiritual journeys.

Specifically excluded from the list of published resources are: novels and poetry; items written in languages other than English; brochures, study guides, and tracts; articles in periodicals; books exclusively addressing the spiritual dimensions of the AIDS epidemic or the experience of living with AIDS; doctrinal statements and position papers about gays and lesbians adopted by religious institutions; and blatantly homophobic treatments of the subject. Some of the books listed were produced by publishers affiliated with religious institutions, and many of the titles listed were not written by lesbians or gay men. Book titles are arranged alphabetically by title within the categories listed below. With a few exceptions, titles are listed in only one of the categories. Because not every title was examined, some titles may be inappropriately categorized, or could be categorized differently.

Note: Electronic books are not included. Printed items of less than 100 pages are counted as pamphlets or booklets, and are, generally, not included. A select few of these short items are included and the number of pages is indicated.

A book is available from major booksellers when it is added to the list. Some included books have one or two chapters on GLBT Religion and Spirituality, and may also contain discussions of other issues as well.

Generally, used books are not included.
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Compilers of Resource

Last updated April, 2015 by Don Bell (Tuscaloosa, AL) and Mike McCabe (Brevard, NC) for the American Library Association's Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender Round Table. Please submit corrections and additions to this publication to: Don Bell, Librarian, Shelton State Community College, 9500 Old Greensboro Road, Tuscaloosa, AL 35405. E-mail: dbell@sheltonstate.edu

Book Lists

Christian Traditions

General Surveys


At the Table: Words of Faith, Affirmation and Inspiration for LGBT Believers of Color by Susan Webley-Cox. Glover Lane Press, 2013.


But What If We’re Wrong?: One Evangelical’s Take on the LGBTQ Issue by Jacci Turner. 46 pages. CreateSpace, 2014.


Christology from the Margins by Thomas Bohache. SCM Press, 2011.


Coming Out, Coming to Faith, Coming to the Table: Stories We Told Across Enemy Lines by Peggy Green. Peggy Green, 2014.


Covenant and Calling: Towards a Theology of Same-Sex Relationships by Robert Song. SCM Press, 2014.


Didn’t Ask, Didn’t Tell: The Life of A Gay Christian Soldier by Tosha Nicole Meredith. Dr. Tosha Meredith Foundation, 2015.


Faithful Army of God by Chris Masterson. reateSpace, 2011.


Gay! and Born This Way by Michael Cornwall. CreateSpace, 2011.


God’s LGBT Children in Ukraine, Russia, Belarus, and Moldova: Homosexuality is Not Sinful, Demonic, or a Mental Illness by An Eastern Orthodox Bishop. CreateSpace, 2012.


Homosexuality in the Orthodox Church by Justin R. Cannon. CreateSpace, January 2011.

Hospitality to Strangers: Theology and Homosexuality by Thomas Kevin Higgs. CreateSpace, 2011.


I'm The Same Person: Loving God and Being Gay by Brooke Dozier. CreateSpace, 2015.

In a Southern Closet by J. Robin Whitley. Regal Crest Enterprises, 2011.

In This Day and Age?!: A Community at the Crossroads of Religion and Homosexuality by Isaac Namdar. CreateSpace, 2012.


Learning to Interpret Toward Love: Actually Embracing People of Different Sexuality (in the kinds of churches where they haven't been) by Peter Fitch. CreateSpace, 2013.


The Quackery of the Straight and Narrow by Skillman Hunt. CreateSpace, 2011.


Queer Religion (2 volumes) by Donald Boisvert and Jay E. Johnson. ABC-CLIO, 2011.


Ready to Answer: Why “Homophobic Church” is an Oxymoron by Marilyn Bowens. AuthorHouse, 2011.


Saved, Sanctified and Same-Gender Loving by D. Marcel. rinity Learning Community, 2011.


Stop The Judgment: Going After the Heart of Traditional Church Folk on Sexuality and Marriage Equality by Samuel Marcus Brown. Published by Bishop Richard Lee Brown, 2014.


Take Up This Welcome: Giving Church Another Chance by Bob Van Keuren. CreateSpace, 2011.


A Time to Build: Creating Sexually Healthy Faith Communities by Debra W. Haffner. Religious Institute, 2014. 2nd edition (74 pages)


**Transitional Belief: Christianity as Viewed through the Lens of a Transgender Believer** by Ashley Ford. CreateSpace, 2013.


**Walking the Bridgeless Canyon: Repairing the Breach between the Church and the LGBT Community** by Kathy Baldock. Canyonwalker Press, 2014.


Roman Catholic Traditions

Can We Save the Catholic Church by Hans Kung. William Collins, 2014.


The Seven Big Myths about the Catholic Church: Distinguishing Fact from Fiction about Catholicism by Christopher Kaczor. Ignatius Press, 2012.


That’s so Gay!: Homophobia in Canadian Catholic Schools by Tonya Callaghan. AV Akademikerverlag, 2012.

Personal Narratives


My Thinning Years: Starving the Gay Within by Jon Derek Croteau. Hazelden, 2014.


Protestant Traditions


We Shall Not Be Moved: Methodists Debate Race, Gender, and Homosexuality by Jane Ellen Nickell. Pickwick Publications, 2014.

Personal Narratives


How We Sleep at Night: A Mother’s Memoir by Sara Cunningham. CreateSpace, 2014.


The Journey of Two Hearts and Souls by Paul McCright. CreateSpace, 2013.


Listening to God’s Healing Love Song: As Heard by a Downhearted Transgender Woman in an Uplifting Major, (Heavenly) Key by Rhiannon M. Tibbetts. CreateSpace, 2013.


Neither Here Nor There by John Suddath. CreateSpace, 2013.


Bible Interpretation


Bible, Gender, Sexuality: Reframing the Church’s Debate on Same-Sex Relationships by James V. Brownson. William B. Eerdmans, 2013.


The Greatest Story Ever Retold: From the Forbidden Fruit’s Point of View by Barry Emanuel Zeve. CreateSpace, 2011.


A Name in Heaven Bible Revised by Rickie Bartlett. Rickie L. Bartlett, 2011.


The Queen James Bible. Queen James, 2012.


The Transsexual and the Cross: Disproving the Myth that Transsexuality is a Sin by Katie Leone. (58 pages) CreateSpace, 2013.


Devotional Literature

As We Are by Don Clark. Lethe Press, 2013.


Pastoral Care & Counseling


Committed to Love: Pastoral Care for Same-Sex Couples by Brice A. Thomas. CreateSpace, 2011.


**Jewish Traditions**


Transgender and Jewish (60 pages) by Naomi Zeveloff. CreateSpace, 2014.

**Personal Narratives**


Free at Last by Ben Rothschild. CreateSpace, 2014.


**Mormon Traditions**

From Privilege to PRIDE: Love is the Road (Volume 1) by Candi Hood and Kristin Beasle. Clarity of Thought Consulting, 2012.


Gay Mormons?: Latter-day Saint Experiences of Same-Gender Attraction by Brent Kerby. CreateSpace, 2011.


Homosexuality: A Straight BYU Student’s Perspective by Brad Carmack. CreateSpace, 2011.


That They Might Have Joy: One Man’s Unplanned Journey from Mormonism to Spiritual Awakening by Fred Coyote. CreateSpace, 2012.

To the One: You Don’t Get to be Mormon and Lesbian, Even if You were Born Both by Marnie Freeman. Ollin Publishing, 2014.

**Eastern Religious Traditions**


**Alternative Viewpoints & Journeys**


The Boy in the Yellow Dress by Victor Marsh. 2014.


A Queer and Pleasant Danger: The True Story of a Nice Jewish Boy who Joins the Church of Scientology and Leaves Twelve Years Later to Become the Lovely Lady She is Today by Kate Bornstein. Beacon Press, 2012.


Personal Narratives


Stormy Whether by Dr. Martin H. S. Millette. S-Star LLC (Amazon.com), February 2011.

Ceremonies & Rituals


Secular Hymnal: 60 Famous Hymns Made Inclusive For All by Secretary Michael. Machinists Union Press, 2014.


Marriage


The Distinctive Wedding Ceremony: Planning Guide for Creating a Personalized, Unique Ceremony Supporting ALL Couples, Same Sex and Opposite Sex or How ... Ideal for Ministers and Online Officiants Officiants by Mary Calhoun. CreateSpace, 2014.


How to Write Your Own Wedding Vows: An Easy, Simple Formula to Create a Personalized, Memorable Ceremony (74 pages) by Elena Michaels. CreateSpace, 2013.


Same Sex Marriage and Church Law: A liberal Evangelical Call for Greater Inclusivity within Christianity According to Scripture by Kevin Mahoney. 2nd ed. (78 pages) Punked Books, 2014.


Historical Scholarship

Baby, You are my Religion: Women, Gay Bars, and Theology Before Stonewall (Gender, Theology and Spirituality) by Marie Cartier. Acumen Publishing, 2013.


I don’t want to be Tahirih by Hanna A. Langer. Tredition, 2015.


Men, Masculinities, and Religious Change in Twentieth-Century Britain (Genders and Sexualities in History) by Lucy Delap (ed.) and Sue Morgan (ed.). Palgrave Macmillan, 2013.


Outside the City Gate: The Spiritual Awakening of the LGBTQ Christian Church by Selma Selma. AuthorHouse, 2014.


There Is No Sex in the Church!: On the Problematics of Sexuality and Gender in Orthodoxy by Sergei Sveshnikov. CreateSpace, 2013.


**DVD 2011 – present**  Descriptions are those that are freely available to the general public, as provided by studios, producers, reviewers, or distributors. DVDs are not listed in the Title Index, which lists book titles only.

The Bible and Homosexuality: How the Scriptures Changed My Mind. Director: Justin Lee. (DVD). 83 minutes. The Gay Christian Network. DVD release Mar. 2012. Lecture. "What does God ask of me as a gay Christian? Am I called to lifelong celibacy? Or would God bless a same-sex romantic relationship?" These questions troubled Justin Lee, executive director of The Gay Christian Network. For him, it was all about the Bible, and he wasn't convinced by most of the Bible arguments he'd heard on both sides. In this 80-minute workshop, Justin explores not only the most commonly-cited Scripture passages on the issue, but also many other passages he believes offer a very different picture. Through it all, he says, our goal should be to see what God really has to say, not to make the Bible fit our own preconceptions. With plenty of humor and careful Bible analysis, Justin shows how Bible study took him on a journey to an unexpected conclusion—one that might surprise you.

Born Equal. (2012) (DVD) 64 minutes. Directed by Alan B. Smith and Tsvete Smith. Documentary. DVD U.S. release date: Feb. 2012. This film explores the varied perspectives on the human rights issues of lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans-gender people. Through a series of interviews with religious authorities, LGBT rights activists and medical doctors we learn new truths about the ongoing debate from legal, historical, cultural, and religious perspectives. We follow a day in the life of Christians, Rene Sugar and Kelly Smith, and their family and learn how they reconcile and live within a culture that is often
prejudiced towards them. We tell fascinating stories from various world and religious mythologies that are, more often than not, inclusive towards LGBT like characters because of the value they offered their respective culture and humanity as a whole. Discover why these people think they are born equal. Alan Smith was born and raised in Manahawkin, NJ, USA. Tsvete Smith was born and raised in Dimitrovgrad, Bulgaria. Alan and Tsvete currently live in New York City.

Bridegroom. (2013) (DVD) 82 minutes. Arts Alliance America. Directed by Linda Bloodworth. Documentary. DVD release date Nov. 19 2013. Filmmaker Linda Bloodworth-Thomason explores the injustices endured by same-sex couples through the case of Shane Crone, a man who was barred from attending the funeral of his committed partner Tom by Tom's disapproving family, and who had no legal recourse due to the marriage laws in America. Inspired by Shane's soul-baring video "It Could Happen to You," which has been viewed more than four million times on YouTube, the director aims to put a personal spin on a public debate that has become increasingly politicized while awaiting a Supreme Court ruling.

Bully: It's Time to Take a Stand. (2011) (DVD) 98 minutes. Studio: TWC. Directed by Lee Hirsch. Documentary. DVD release date: February 12, 2013. "Bully" (90 min.) is the self-explanatory title of this documentary, directed by Lee Hirsch (who he himself was a victim of bullying when growing up, reason for wanting to make this film). The movie basically follows 5 students in schools in Georgia, Iowa, Texas, Mississippi and Oklahoma as they deal with bullying in an almost daily basis, some with tragic results. There is a lot of footage from school buses, which appears to be ground zero for bullying. I assume Hirsch was able to mount some cameras in the bus unbeknowst to the kids. What we see is sometimes shocking. In the case of 12 yr. old Alex, the bullying becomes so violent that in the middle of the movie, we are informed that the film producers were so concerned with Alex's safety that they decided to share the school bus footage with Alex's parents and also with his school principal. Next we see the parents meeting with the school's Assistant Principal, who informs the parents that she is familiar with bus 54 (the bus Alex takes) and has done that route herself on occasion and "these kids are good as gold" (as you can imagine, the theatre audience I was watching this with let out a huge moan at that point). Indeed, throughout the film, school administrations seemingly do little or nothing, or are in complete denial, or both.

Call Me Kuchu. (2013) (DVD) 87 minutes. Studio: Docurama. Directed by Katherine Fairfax Wright, Malika Zouhali-Worrall. Documentary. DVD release date: September 24, 2013. With unprecedented access, CALL ME KUCHU depicts the last year in the life of a courageous, quick-witted and steadfast man whose wisdom and achievements were not fully recognized until after his death, and whose memory has inspired a new generation of human rights advocates.

Call Me Troy. By Scott Bloom. (DVD). 100 minutes. Frameline. Documentary. DVD release 2011. Profiling the life and times of one of the gay community's most visible and tenacious advocates for change, Rev. Troy Perry, Call Me Troy is a truly inspirational story about a remarkable and dynamic individual whose activism was decades ahead of its time.
The Case Against 8. (2014) (DVD) 109 minutes. Tripod Media. Documentary. DVD release date: January 18, 2014. A behind-the-scenes look inside the case to overturn California’s ban on same-sex marriage. Shot over five years, the film follows the unlikely team that took the first federal marriage equality lawsuit to the U.S. Supreme Court.

The Choice of Love. (2012) (DVD) 35 minutes. Frameline. Directed by Erik Andreas Sandaker. Documentary. DVD release date: Nov. 6 2012. The Choice of Love is a narrative documentary where the filmmaker enters the topics of Islam and homosexuality. Through meetings with the first openly gay Muslim in Norway, Kaltham Alexander Lie, the leader of the Islamic Union of Oslo, Basim Ghozlan and an anonymous interview with a gay Muslim, the director tries to understand what it means to live without the freedom and to love whoever you want to love.

Coming Out – Coming In: Faith, Identity and Belonging. (2012?) (DVD) 30 minutes. Wildacres Leadership Initiative. Produced by Minnow Media. Documentary. DVD release date: ? This film is a 30-minute video documentary that presents personal stories from gay and lesbian Christians who live and worship in North Carolina. Produced and distributed by the Wildacres Leadership Initiative, the program gives voice to gay and lesbian Christians who have struggled to reconcile faith with sexual orientation. The interview subjects take viewers beyond the current debate in churches about homosexuality to reveal the everyday efforts of faithful people.


The Falls. (2012) (DVD) 89 minutes. Breaking Glass Pictures, QC Cinema. Directed by Jon Garcia. DVD release date: Dec. 11 2012. Actors: Nick Ferrucci, Benjamin Farmer. RJ and Chris are two teenage boys raised in Mormon communities. Though both are poster boys for their church with perfect academic records and pretty girlfriends, buried feelings soon rise to the surface when they are assigned to serve a mission together as part of their rite of passage. Now, they will have to make sense of the conflict between their desires and the rules that govern the only world they know.

The Gay Marriage Thing. (2011) (DVD) 47 minutes. SassyMedia. Directed by Stephanie Higgins. Documentary. DVD release date: Feb. 25 2011. Meet Lorre and Gayle, thirty-something college sweethearts marking their 15th anniversary by planning their wedding in the first US state to legalize same-sex marriage. Stephanie Higgins’ powerful documentary follows the couple through the chaos swirling around them, from pro- and anti-gay rallies to religious leaders and the chambers of the Massachusetts state house. The Gay Marriage Thing goes beyond the headlines exposing the emotions behind the civil rights struggle of a generation. Note: This 5th anniversary DVD edition of “The Gay Marriage Thing” contains extra feature videos with never before seen images and footage.

date: May 19, 2014. With God Loves Uganda, Academy Award-winning filmmaker Roger Ross Williams (Music by Prudence) explores the role of the American Evangelical movement in fueling Uganda's terrifying turn towards biblical law and the proposed death penalty for homosexuality. Thanks to charismatic religious leaders and a well-financed campaign, these draconian new laws and the politicians that peddle them are winning over the Ugandan public. But these dangerous policies and the money that fuels them aren't coming from Africa; they're being imported from some of America's largest megachurches. Using vérité, interviews, and hidden camera footage, the film allows American religious leaders and their young missionaries that make up the "front lines in a battle for billions of souls" to explain their positions in their own words. Shocking and enlightening, touching and horrifying, God Loves Uganda will leave you questioning just how closely this brand of Christianity resembles the one you think you know.

I Am Gay and Muslim. (2012) (DVD) 59 minutes. Frameline. Directed by Chris Belloni. Documentary. DVD release date in U.S.: June 21 2013. This intimate documentary follows a number of young Moroccan gay men in their exploration of their religious and sexual identity. The men portrayed in the film openly share their personal experiences and talk about the ambiguity and secretiveness of the life they feel condemned to live, although some have openly acknowledged their sexual orientation.

In the Name Of. (2014) (DVD) 101 minutes. Studio: Film Movement. Directed by Malgoska Szumowska. Movie. DVD release date: April 15, 2014. Catholic priest Adam lives in rural Poland, where he works with teenagers otherwise forgotten by their community. He succeeds in declining the advances of a local woman, as his embrace of the priesthood has become a flight from facing the truth of his own sexuality. When he meets the taciturn son of a simple rural family, his self-imposed abstinence becomes a heavy burden.

Love Free or Die. (2013) 83 minutes. Studio: Wolfe Video. DVD Release Date April 9, 2013. Actor: Gene Robinson. Directors: Macky Alston and Sandra Itkoff. (Special Jury Prize winner Sundance 2012). This film is about a man whose two defining passions the world cannot reconcile: his love for God and for his partner Mark. It is about church and state, love and marriage, faith and identity-and one man's struggle to dispel the notion that God's love has limits. In the film, Gene Robinson becomes the first openly gay person to be elected bishop in the high church traditions of Christendom. Bishop Robinson's elevation in the sleepy New Hampshire diocese in 2003 ignited a worldwide firestorm in the Anglican Communion, one that has become so heated that there is still a chance of a schism in the 80 million-member denomination. One year after being muzzled by the Archbishop of Canterbury, he finds himself speaking from the steps of the Lincoln Memorial at Barack Obama's Inauguration. Gene Robinson confronts those who use religion as an instrument of oppression, and claims a place in the church and society, not just for LGBT people, but for all.

The New Black. (2013) (DVD) 80 minutes. Directed by Yoruba Richen. Documentary. DVD release date: June 14 2013. The New Black is a documentary that tells the story of how the African-American community is grappling with the gay rights issue in light of the recent gay marriage movement and the fight over civil rights. The film documents activists, families and clergy on both sides of the campaign to
legalize gay marriage and examines homophobia in the black community’s institutional pillar—the black church and reveals the Christian right wing’s strategy of exploiting this phenomenon in order to pursue an anti-gay political agenda.

*An Ordinary Family*. (2012) (DVD) 93 minutes. Directed by Mike Akel. DVD release date: June 12, 2012. Actors: Troy Schremmer, Greg Wise, Janelle Schremmer, Chad Anthony Miller, Steven Schaefer. *An Ordinary Family* is an award winning dramatic comedy about one family, two brothers and a really big problem. Thomas Biederman is blindsided when his estranged brother, Seth, shows up unannounced to the annual family vacation… with his boyfriend. Despite a well meaning attempt to surprise everyone, things do not go as planned, throwing Thomas and the rest of the family into an awkward weeklong vacation where everyone has problems and no one wants to talk about them. The film was the winner of the Grand Jury award for Best Feature Film at the 2011 New Orleans International Film Festival, has delighted audiences at over 17 film festivals around the world and continues to garner critical praise.

*Out in the Dark*. (2013) (DVD) 96 minutes. Breaking Glass Pictures. Directed by Michael Mayer. DVD release date: November 5, 2013. Actors: Nicholas Jacob, Michael Aloni. *Out in the Dark* is as much of a political and societal commentary as it is an original romantic story. Compelling and intimate, Michael Mayer’s taut first feature follows a border-crossing relationship between an Israeli lawyer and an increasingly desperate Palestinian student. Nimer, an ambitious Palestinian student in the West Bank, dreams of a better life abroad. One fateful night in Tel Aviv, he meets Roy, an Israeli lawyer, and the two fall in love. As their relationship deepens, they are both confronted with the harsh realities of a Palestinian society that refuses to accept Nimer for his sexual identity, and an Israeli society that rejects him for his nationality. When Nimer’s close friend is caught hiding illegally in Tel Aviv and sent back to the West Bank, where he is brutally murdered, Nimer is forced to choose between the life he thought he wanted and his love for Roy.

*Out in the Open*. (2013) (DVD) 88 minutes. Breaking Glass Pictures, QC Cinema. Directed by Matthew Smith. DVD release date: Jan. 29 2013. Documentary. Actors: Eric Roberts, Eliza Roberts. *Out in the Open* will, once and for all, destroy the misconceptions, fears, and myths about the LGBTQ community. This uplifting documentary is geared towards at risk youth across the world, as well as their families, friends, and teachers. Featuring interviews with celebrities, politicians, and everyday allies who openly embrace the LGBTQ community, this feel-good film asserts that no single person is the same and that all people should be celebrated.

*Pariah*. (2012) (DVD) 87 minutes. Focus Features. Directed by Dee Rees. DVD release date: Apr. 24, 2012. Documentary. Actors: Adepero Oduye, Kim Wayans. Seventeen-year-old Alike (pronounced ah lee kay) lives with her parents and younger sister in Brooklyn’s Fort Greene neighborhood. She has a flair for poetry, and is quietly embracing her identity as a lesbian. But whenever Alike’s development becomes a topic of discussion at home, her parents’ already strained marriage is pushed to the breaking point. Wondering how much she can confide in her family, Alike strives to get through adolescence with grace, humor, and tenacity—sometimes succeeding, sometimes not, but always moving forward.
The Perfect Family. (2012) 84 minutes. Studio: Virgil Films and Entertainment. DVD Release Date June 26, 2012. Actors: Emily Deschanel, Kathleen Turner, Jason Ritter, Richard Chamberlain, Elizabeth Pena. Director: Anne Renton. Suburban supermom Eileen Cleary (Academy Award nominee Kathleen Turner) is the ultimate Catholic, and when she's nominated for the coveted Catholic Woman of the Year Award at her local parish, it looks like she's about to get the plaque to prove it. Only one final test remains - introducing her family to the church board for the seal of approval. Now, she must finally face the truth about her nonconformist family - a truth she has been glossing over for years. Her gay daughter, Shannon (Emily Deschanel), is about to marry her life partner. Her unhappily married son Frank Jr. (Jason Ritter) is having an affair with the local manicurist. And Eileen's own marriage to a recovered alcoholic is pulling at the seams... This heartfelt dysfunctional family comedy boasts a memorable performance from Academy Award nominee Turner as the conflicted and comical matriarch, alongside a bright ensemble cast including Richard Chamberlain and Michael McGrady. Newcomer director Anne Renton keeps the pacing taut and crafts an honest, modern family tale, and writers Claire V. Riley and Paula Goldberg infuse just the right amount of seriousness and levity into their script, reminding us that family is never truly perfect.

Queers in the Kingdom: Let Your Light Shine. (Oct 2014). (DVD 2015?) 74 minutes. Hancock Productions. Distributed by Outcast Films. Directed by Markie Hancock. Produced by Stephen Henderson. Actors: Randall Balmer, Anthea Butler, Darren Dochuk, Kathryn Lofton. Queers in the Kingdom exposes evangelical Christian culture in the U.S. as the underlying force that legalizes Bible-based homophobia. Nowhere is this more evident than in the 200+ well established Christian Colleges where LGBT students must remain closeted and celibate or risk being expelled and condemned as sinners. LGBT survivors of Wheaton College, IL reunite on campus as a protest to the discrimination they faced as students and now as alumni. There are (and always have been) Queers in the Kingdom and they are letting their lights shine!

The Right to Love: An American Family. (2012) (DVD) 88 minutes. Jaye Bird Productions. Directed by Cassie Jaye. Documentary. While the passionate debate over the legitimacy of Marriage Equality in the United States rages on, the LGBT community continues to fight for their slice of the American dream. Powered by media, religion and influential anti-gay organizations comprised of strange bedfellows, the civil right of marriage continues to be held just out of reach for many LGBT citizens. The Right to Love: An American Family chronicles one story of courage born out of the highly mediatised and controversial Prop 8 2008 election results in California. A private Californian married gay couple and their two adopted children fight back against discrimination, ignorance and hate through home videos posted on their You Tube channel called "Gay Family Values". As they pursue their American Dream, the opposing political, social and religious opinions that pervade society attempts to strip it from them.

The Seminarian. (2010) (DVD) 101 minutes. Breaking Glass Pictures. Directed by Joshua Lim. Movie. DVD release date: April 10, 2012. Ryan is a closeted gay student in his final semester of seminary studies. Despite his school's hostile stance towards homosexuality, Ryan has two gay classmates - Gerald and Anthony in whom he secretly confides. He is also close to his religiously devout mother who, as things stand, is unaware of his sexual orientation. Ryan needs to complete a solid theological thesis in order to
continue doctoral work at the university of his dreams. As he works on his thesis 'The Divine Gift of Love,' he begins a relationship with Bradley - a man he has met on the Internet who seems perpetually unable to commit himself. At the same time, Ryan learns that Gerald and Anthony have romantic struggles of their own. During this volatile time, with the pain of unrequited love and the inability to share his fears with his mother deepening, Ryan struggles with finishing his thesis and holding on to his faith.

Seventh-Gay Adventists. (2012) (DVD) 104 minutes. Watchfire Films. DVD release date: April 29, 2012. Documentary. Directed by Daneen Akers and Stephen Eyer. Caught in the collision of two worlds, three gay and lesbian Seventh-day Adventists wrestle with how to reconcile their faith, identity, and sexuality. One young man spent five years in "ex-gay" therapy trying to become straight, but now he's falling in love with another man and wondering if that can be okay. Another was an Adventist pastor in Brazil who was fired for being gay. Can he find his calling again? And a lesbian mom from the mid-west wants her daughters to grow up with her faith and beliefs, even though she knows her church might not accept their family.

Growing up Adventist means knowing you belong. And being Adventist is about much more than a set of beliefs--it's a close-knit community not easily left. Discovering you are gay in this community often means loss and exile from all that has been home. This feature-length documentary follows their raw and moving journeys as they wrestle with deep questions and struggle to find a place where they can integrate identity, love, and belief.

This Is What Love in Action Looks Like. (2012) 74 minutes. Studio: TLA Releasing. DVD Release Date: May 8, 2012. Documentary. A stirring documentary about a Christian fundamentalist conversion camp and the young people who fought against it. When 16-year-old Zach told his parents that he was gay, they sent him to Love In Action, a religious organization that promises to cure homosexuality. Originally for adults, Love in Action had recently begun a program for teens, many of whom were sent there involuntarily. The camp's draconian methods for 'sexual redemption'; prompted filmmaker Jon Morgan Fox to document the ensuing protest against the group. Including interviews with several youths who had been in the program, the then current director of Love in Action (himself a former gay) and many young protesters who were compelled to mobilize against the organization, this documentary is an important look at gay youth, intolerance and skewed religious beliefs.

Undressing Israel: Gay Men in the Promised Land. (2012) (DVD) 46 minutes. Studio: Lucas Entertainment. Directed by Michael Lucas. Documentary. DVD Release Date: November 26, 2013. When many people think of Israel, it is often in terms of modern war or ancient religion. But there is much more to the Jewish state than missiles and prayers. In his debut as a documentary filmmaker, adult-film entrepreneur and political columnist Michael Lucas examines a side of Israel that is too often overlooked: its thriving gay community. Undressing Israel features interviews with a diverse range of local men, including a gay member of Israel's parliament, a trainer who served openly in the army, a young Arab-Israeli journalist, and a pair of dads raising their kids. Lucas also visits Tel Aviv's vibrant
nightlife scene and even attends a same-sex wedding in this guided tour of a country that has emerged as a pioneer for gay integration and equality.

_The Wise Kids_. (2013) (DVD) 95 minutes. Studio: Wolfe Video. Directed by Stephen Cone. DVD release date: January 8, 2013. _The Wise Kids_, Cone's second feature film, focuses on three high school seniors in a conservative Christian community in Charleston who are wrestling with issues of faith and sexuality as they prepare to embark on their own lives and make their own choices. The film has won eight festival awards, including the Grand Jury Prize for Best U.S. Dramatic Feature and Outstanding Screenwriting at Outfest.
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As We Are by Don Clark. Christian Traditions: Devotional Literature

At the Table: Words of Faith, Affirmation and Inspiration for LGBT Believers of Color by Susan Webley-Cox. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Atheists in America by Melanie E. Brewster. Alternative Viewpoints & Journeys

Baby, You are My Religion: Theory, Praxis and Possible Theology of Mid-20th Century Urban Butch Femme Community by Marie Cartier. Historical Scholarship

Baby, You are my Religion: Women, Gay Bars, and Theology Before Stonewall (Gender, Theology and Spirituality) by Marie Cartier. Historical Scholarship

Back to the Source: The Spiritual Principles of Jesus by Mic Hunter. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


Before You Say, "I DO" Civil Union Set: His by General Hafeezah. Ceremonies & Rituals


Being the Body of Christ: Towards a Twentieth-Century Homosexual Theology for the Anglican Church by Chris Mounsey. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


Beyond Gay Stereotypes by Bernard J. Taylor. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Beyond Heterosexism in the Pulpit by Emily Askew. Christian Traditions: Pastoral Care & Counseling

Beyond Surviving: From Religious Oppression to Queer Activism by Joshua Moon Johnson. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Bible Bullies: How Fundamentalists Got the Good Book So Wrong by C. Arthur Ellis, Jr. Christian Traditions: General Surveys
Bible, Gender, Sexuality: Reframing the Church’s Debate on Same-Sex Relationships by James V. Brownson. Christian Traditions: Bible Interpretation

The Bible on the Question of Homosexuality by Innocent Himbaza, Adrien Schenker, and Jean Baptiste Edart. Christian Traditions: Bible Interpretation


Bible Trouble: Queer Reading at the Boundaries of Biblical Scholarship (Semeia Studies) by Teresa J. Hornsby and Ken Stone. Christian Traditions: Bible Interpretation

The Bible's Yes to Same-Sex Marriage: An Evangelical's Change of Heart by Mark Achtemeier. Christian Traditions: Bible Interpretation

A Biblical Argument for the Acceptance of Homosexuality by the Christian Church by John P. Nordin. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


Bisexuality: Making the Invisible Visible in Faith Communities by Marie Alford-Harkey and Debra W. Haffner. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


Black Sparrow by Broxin Delano. Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives

Blessing Same-Sex Unions: The Perils of Queer Romance and the Confusions of Christian Marriage by Mark D. Jordan. Ceremonies & Rituals

Bold I Approach: A Worship Anthology for an Inclusive Church by Outcome (Methodist Church). Ceremonies & Rituals

The Boy in the Yellow Dress by Victor Marsh. Alternative Viewpoints & Journeys


But What If We’re Wrong?: One Evangelical’s Take on the LGBTQ Issue by Jacci Turner. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

By the Power vested in me.: A Guide for Wedding Celebrants/Officiants (68 pages) by Antoinette Marold. Ceremonies & Rituals: Marriage

Calling on God: Inclusive Christian Prayers for Three Years of Sundays by Peter Bankson and Deborah Sokolove. Christian Traditions: Devotional Literature


Can We Save the Catholic Church by Hans Kung. Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions

Casebook for Counseling Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Persons and Their Families by Sari H. Dworkin and Mark Pope. Christian Traditions: Pastoral Care & Counseling

Changing Church: Stories of Liberating Ministers by Jann Aldredge-Clanton. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Changing Our Mind: A Call from America’s Leading Evangelical Ethics Scholar for Full Acceptance of LGBT Christians in the Church by David P. Gushee. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Charity and Sylvia: A Same-Sex Marriage in Early America by Rachel Hope Cleves. Historical Scholarship


The Choosing: A Rabbi’s Journey from Silent Nights to High Holy Days by Andrea Myers. Jewish Traditions: Personal Narratives

Christ-Centered Consciousness by John T. Ryan IV. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


Christianity and Homosexuality Reconciled: New Thinking for a New Millennium! by Joseph Adam Pearson. Christian Traditions: General Surveys
Christianity, Social Tolerance, and Homosexuality: Gay People in Western Europe from the Beginning of the Christian Era to the Fourteenth Century, 35th Anniversary Edition by John Boswell. **Historical Scholarship**

Christology from the Margins by Thomas Bohache. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**


Collective Brightness: LGBTQ Poets on Faith, Religion & Spirituality by Kevin Simmonds. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

Coming Around: Parenting Gay, Bisexual, and Lesbian Kids by Anne Dohrenwend. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

Coming Out, Coming to Faith, Coming to the Table: Stories We Told Across Enemy Lines by Peggy Green. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

Coming Out in Faith: LGBTQ Voices in Unitarian Universalism by Keith Kron and Susan Gore. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

Coming Out To Jesus: A Gay Man’s Journey in the South and Being a Christian by Matthew E. Stratton. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

Coming Out to Ourselves: Admitting, Accepting, and Embracing Who We Truly Are by Jerry D. Troyer. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**


Committed to Love: Pastoral Care for Same-Sex Couples by Brice A. Thomas. **Christian Traditions: Pastoral Care & Counseling**

A Compelling Legal Defense Why Same-Sex Love Should Be Respected in a Religious and Homophobic World by Bradley Fowler. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**


Constance Maynard’s Passions: Religion, Sexuality, and an English Educational Pioneer, 1849-1935 (Studies in Gender and History) by Pauline Phipps. **Historical Scholarship**
Controversies in Queer Theology by Susannah Cornwall and Lisa Isherwood. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Conversations with Richard Purcell: The Adventures and Reflections of a San Francisco Renegade Priest by Richard Purcell and Susan Casslan. Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions

Counseling & Diversity: LGBTQ Americans by Devika Dibya Choudhuri and Azara Santiago-Rivera. Christian Traditions: Pastoral Care & Counseling


Counseling LGBTI Clients by Kevin Alderson. Christian Traditions: Pastoral Care & Counseling

Covenant and Calling: Towards a Theology of Same-Sex Relationships by Robert Song. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Cowboys, Armageddon, and The Truth: How a Gay Child was Saved from Religion by Scott Terry. Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives

The Cross in the Closet by Timothy Kurek. Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives

Crying Out for Justice Full-Throated and Unsparingly: A Parish Priest’s Story by Tim Stier. Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions: Personal Narratives

Cults and Closets: Coming Out of Chaos by Troy Fitzgerald. Alternative Viewpoints & Journeys

Damned Fools: A Revolutionary Revelation by Joshua Holland. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


Debating Same-Sex Marriage (Point/Counterpoint) by John Corvino and Maggie Gallagher. Ceremonies & Rituals

The Declining Significance of Homophobia: How Teenage Boys are Redefining Masculinity and Heterosexuality (Sexuality, Identity, and Society) by Mark McCormack. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


Didn’t Ask, Didn’t Tell: The Life of A Gay Christian Soldier by Tosha Nicole Meredith. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

A Different Kind of Church by Durrell Watkins. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Discoveries in the Closet: A Young Man’s Struggle with Faith and Sexuality—Special Edition by L.A. Jamison. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

The Distinctive Wedding Ceremony: Planning Guide for Creating a Personalized, Unique Ceremony Supporting ALL Couples, Same Sex and Opposite Sex or How ... Ideal for Ministers and Online Officiants Officiants by Mary Calhoun. Ceremonies & Rituals: Marriage

Diversity in Counseling by Robyn Brammer. Christian Traditions: Pastoral Care & Counseling


The Double: Male Eros, Friendships, and Mentoring—From Gilgamesh to Kerouac by Edward C. Sellner. Historical Scholarship


Encouraging Conversation: Resources for Talking about Same-Sex Blessings by Fredrica Harris Thompsett and Gene Robinson. Ceremonies & Rituals

The End of Sexual Identity: Why Sex is Too Important to Define Who We Are by Jenell Williams Paris. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Eros and Touch from a Pagan Perspective: Divided for Love’s Sake by Christine Hoff Kraemer. Alternative Viewpoints & Journeys


An Ethic of Queer Sex: Principles and Improvisations by Theodore W. Jennings Jr. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Ex'd Out: How I Fired the Shame Committee by John J. Smid. Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives


The Failure of Evangelical Mental Health Care: Treatments That Harm Women, LGBT Persons and the Mentally Ill by John Weaver. Historical Scholarship

Faith and Sexuality in the Church of Ireland by Evangelical Fellowship of Irish Clergy (EFIC) Press. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Faith, Belief, and Scripture: Anglicanism and Homosexuality by Rob James. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Faith, Politics, and Sexual Diversity in Canada and the United States by David Rayside (ed.) and Clyde Wilcox (ed.). Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Faith, Belief, and Scripture: Anglicanism and Homosexuality by Rob James. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Faithful Army of God by Chris Masterson. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Faithful to the Truth: How to be an orthodox gay Catholic by Stephen C. Lovatt. Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions

Fantastic Wedding Finales: A Definitive Guide to Releases, Tosses, Jumping the Broom, and Other Creative Grand Finales for your Wedding or Commitment Ceremony (Romantic Wedding Rituals) by Jennifer Cram. Ceremonies & Rituals: Marriage

Finally Out: Letting Go of Living Straight, A Psychiatrist’s Own Story by Loren A. Olson and Karen Levy (ed.). Christian Traditions: General Surveys


Five Uneasy Pieces: Essays on Scripture and Sexuality by Michael Kirby. **Christian Traditions: Bible Interpretation**

Fiyabo: The Story of Nigerian Gay Christian Davis Mac-Iyalla by Davis Mac-Iyalla and Daniel Emlyn-Jones. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

Flying Colors by Jonathan Danilowitz. **Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives**


For Colored Boys Who Have Considered Suicide When the Rainbow is Still Not Enough: Coming of Age, Coming Out, and Coming Home by Keith Boykin. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

For God's Sake Don't Go to Church: Radical, Inspiring, Challenging, Enlightening by Jonathan Blake. **Alternative Viewpoints & Journeys**

Free at Last by Ben Rothschild. **Jewish Traditions: Personal Narratives**

From Privilege to PRIDE: Love is the Road (Volume 1) by Candi Hood and Kristin Beasle. **Mormon Traditions**

From Sin to Amazing Grace: Discovering the Queer Christ by Patrick S. Cheng. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

From Wrongs to Gay Rights: Cruelty and change for LGBT people in an uncertain world by Colin Stewart, Albert Ogle, and Eric O. Lembembe. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

Fruitful Embraces: Sexuality, Love, and Justice by Evelyn Eaton Whitehead and James D. Whitehead. **Roman Catholic Traditions**


Fundamentalism to Faith: Memoirs of a Recovering Free Will Baptist by J. C. Farris. **Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives**

Gaining Traction: Starting Over After the Death of Your Life Partner Vicki Panagotacos. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

Gay! and Born This Way by Michael Cornwall. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

Gay—Beyond an Issue: Questioning Sexual Myths by Carl L. Jech. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


Gay Men and the New Way Forward by Raymond L. Rigoglioso. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

(Gay) Mormon Guy, the Blog by Mormon Guy. Mormon Traditions

Gay Mormons?: Latter-day Saint Experiences of Same-Gender Attraction by Brent Kerby. Mormon Traditions

Gay Rights (Library in a Book Series) by Facts On File. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


Gender and Transgender in Modern Paganism by Gina Pond and Sarah Thompson. Alternative Viewpoints & Journeys
Gender Diversity in Indonesia: Sexuality, Islam and Queer Selves (Asian Studies Association of Australia Women in Asia) by Sharyn Graham Davies. Historical Scholarship

Generous Spaciousness: Responding to Gay Christians in the Church by Wendy VanderWal-Gritter. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


Gleams of Divine Love by D. G. Watts. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


God Dwells in You! (God Loves You Gay series) (Volume 2) by May Walker. Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions: Personal Narratives


God Loves You Gay by May Walker. Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions: Personal Narratives

God, Sex, and Gender: An Introduction by Adrian Thatcher. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


God vs. the Gavel: The Perils of Extreme Religious Liberty by Marci A. Hamilton. Christian Traditions: General Surveys
God’s LGBT Children in Ukraine, Russia, Belarus, and Moldova: Homosexuality is Not Sinful, Demonic, or a Mental Illness by An Eastern Orthodox Bishop. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


Grace and Demion: A Fable for Victims of Biblical Intolerance by Mel White. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

The Greatest Legacy by Milagros R. Ocampo. Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions: Personal Narratives

The Greatest Story Ever Retold: From the Forbidden Fruit’s Point of View by Barry Emanuel Zeve. Christian Traditions: Bible Interpretation

Handbook of LGBT-Affirmative Couple and Family Therapy by Jerry J. Bigner (ed.) and Joseph L. Wetchler (ed.). Christian Traditions: Pastoral Care & Counseling

Happiest Misery: My Life as a Mormon by Jared Lonergan. Mormon Traditions

Hearts and Minds: Talking to Christians about Homosexuality [Large Print ed.] by Darren Main. Christian Traditions: Bible Interpretation


Here Come the Brides!: Reflections on Lesbian Love and Marriage by Audrey Bilger and Michele Kort. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


Hidden Voices: Reflections of a Gay, Catholic Priest by Gary M. Meier. Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions
A Hindu Theology of Liberation: Not-Two Is Not One (Suny Series in Religious Studies) by Anantanand Rambachan. **Alternative Viewpoints & Journeys**

Historical Dictionary of the Gay and Lesbian Liberation Movements (Historical Dictionaries of Religions, Philosophies, and Movements Series) by JoAnne Myers. **Historical Scholarship**

Holy Terror: Lies the Christian Right Tells Us to Deny Gay Equality by Mel White. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

The Holy War Against Homosexuals by T. Stetson Hunter. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

Homophobia in the Black Church: How Faith, Politics, and Fear Divide the Black Community by Anthony Stanford. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

The Homophobic Mind by Wayne R. Dynes. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

Homosexual Theology by Ken Smith. **Christian Traditions: Bible Interpretation**

Homosexualities, Muslim Cultures and Modernity (Palgrave Politics of Identity and Citizenship Series) by Momin Rahman. **Alternative Viewpoints & Journeys**

Homosexuality: A Straight BYU Student's Perspective by Brad Carmack. **Mormon Traditions**

Homosexuality and the Crisis of Anglicanism by William L. Sachs. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

Homosexuality Debate in Africa Today: Impacting on Ecumenical Relationships Among Kenyan Churches by Catherine Wambui Njagi. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

Homosexuality in the Orthodox Church by Justin R. Cannon. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

Homosexuality: In the 21st Century by Alan Philowitz. **Historical Scholarship**

Homosexuality: The Bible on Trial by David Robert-John. **Christian Traditions: Bible Interpretation**

Homosexuality, The Bible, The Truth: The Bible Does Not Condemn Homosexuality by Wayne Gray. **Christian Traditions: Bible Interpretation**


Hospitality to Strangers: Theology and Homosexuality by Thomas Kevin Higgs. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

How to Be a Real Gay: Gay Identities in Small-town South Africa by Graeme Reid. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

How to Read the Bible without Killing Homosexuals by Ned A. Michael. Christian Traditions: Bible Interpretation

How to Write Your Own Wedding Vows: An Easy, Simple Formula to Create a Personalized, Memorable Ceremony (74 pages) by Elena Michaels. Ceremonies & Rituals: Marriage

How We Sleep at Night: A Mother’s Memoir by Sara Cunningham. Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives

I don’t want to be Tahirih by Hanna A. Langer. Historical Scholarship


If It Wasn’t Love: Sex, Death and God by Bernard J. Lynch. Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions: Personal Narratives

If Nuns Ruled the World: Ten Sisters on a Mission by Jo Piazza. Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions


If You Fall Down Seven Times Get Up Eight: Aspects of Practice for Gay and Lesbian Buddhists by Deshi. Eastern Religious Traditions

If You Were Me: The Memoir of a Mother Torn Between Doing What’s Right and What’s Easy by Angela Eden. Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives

I’m The Same Person: Loving God and Being Gay by Brooke Dozier. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

In a Southern Closet by J. Robin Whitley. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

In from the Wilderness: She-r-man by David E. Weekley and Virginia Ramey Mollenkott. Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives

In His Image: A Mother’s Reflection on Homosexuality by Carol Nesbit. Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions: Personal Narratives

In the Life and In the Spirit: Homoerotic Spirituality in African American Literature by Marlon Rachquel Moore. Historical Scholarship
In This Day and Age?!: A Community at the Crossroads of Religion and Homosexuality by Isaac Namdar. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Inclusive Hymns for Liberation, Peace, and Justice by Jann Aldredge-Clanton. Ceremonies & Rituals


Intersex, Theology, and the Bible: Troubling Bodies in Church, Text, and Society by Susannah Cornwall. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Into the Paradox: Conservative Spirit, Feminist Politics by Toni A. H. McNaron. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


Is Homosexuality a Sin? An Evangelical Homosexual Responds by Kyra Linn. Christian Traditions: Bible Interpretation

Israel/Palestine and the Queer International by Sarah Schulman. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


It Is Not Good: for the man to be alone by Stephen Hough. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


James Baldwin’s Understanding of God: Overwhelming Desire and Joy (Black Religion/Womanist Thought/Social Justice) by Josiah Ulysses Young. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Jesus and the Shamanic Tradition of Same-Sex Love by Will Roscoe. Alternative Viewpoints & Journeys

Jewish Gentle and Other Stories of Gay-Jewish Living by Daniel M. Jaffe. Jewish Traditions


Jonathan Loved David: Manly Love in the Bible and the Hermeneutics of Sex (Bible in the Modern World) by Anthony Heacock. Christian Traditions: Bible Interpretation
The Journey of Two Hearts and Souls by Paul McCright. Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives

Justin Fashanu: The Biography by Jim Read. Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives


Kingdom Eunuch: A dialogue about sexuality and the kingdom of God by Antoine Roston. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


The Lambhearted Lion: Why Christianity Needs Gay People by Brian John Karcher. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


The Last of the Good Girls: Shedding Convention, Coming Out Whole by Mary Ann Woodruff. Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives

Law, Religion and Homosexuality by Paul Johnson and Robert Vanderbeck. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Learning to Interpret Toward Love: Actually Embracing People of Different Sexuality (in the kinds of churches where they haven’t been) by Peter Fitch. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Left-Hander in London: A Field Guide to Transgenders, Lesbians, Gays and Bisexuals - In the Family, On the Job and In the Pew by J. J. Marie Gufreda. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


Lesbian Nuns: Breaking Silence (Updated reprinted edition) by Nancy Manahan and Rosemary Keefer
Curb. Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions: Personal Narratives

Lesbians in Early Modern Spain by Sherry Velasco. Historical Scholarship

Let Our Voices Be Heard!: Christian Lesbians in Europe Telling their Stories. 3rd ed. by Randi O. Solberg.
Christian Traditions: General Surveys


Leviticus: You Have No Idea by Maurice D. Harris. Christian Traditions: Bible Interpretation

The LGBT Casebook by Petros Levounis, Jack Drescher, and Mary E. Barber. Christian Traditions:
Pastoral Care & Counseling

LGBT Psychology: Research Perspectives and People of African Descent by Michele K. Lewis and Isiah

LGBTQ Families: The Ultimate Teen Guide (It Happened to Me) by Eva Apelqvist. Christian Traditions:
General Surveys

LGBTQ: Outing My Christianity by Ann Townsend. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

License to Wed: What Legal Marriage Means to Same-Sex Couples by Kimberly D. Richman. Historical
Scholarship

Lies About My Family: A Memoir by Amy Hoffman. Jewish Traditions

Lifting the Spiritual Self-Esteem of the LGBT Community: A Critique of Fabricated, Discriminatory,
Judgmental, and Sexist World Religions by Khepra Ka-Re Amente Anu. Christian Traditions: General
Surveys

A Lily Among the Thorns: Imagining a New Christian Sexuality by Miquel A. De La Torre. Christian
Traditions: General Surveys

Listening to God’s Healing Love Song: As Heard by a Downhearted Transgender Woman in an Uplifting
Major, (Heavenly) Key by Rhiannon M. Tibbetts. Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal
Narratives

The Literary Party: Growing Up Gay and Amish in America by James Schwartz. Christian Traditions:
General Surveys

Alternative Viewpoints & Journeys

Living, Loving and Loss: The Interplay of Intimacy, Sexuality and Grief (Death, Value and Meaning) by Brad DeFord and Richard B. Gilbert. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


Living With 3 Strikes Against Me: Life Through My Eyes As Black, Female and Gay by Ericka K. F. Simpson. Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives


Love Lost in Translation: Homosexuality and the Bible by K. Renato Lings. Historical Scholarship

The Love of David and Jonathan: Ideology, Text, Reception (BibleWorld) by James E. Harding, James G Crossley and Philip R. Davies. Christian Traditions: Bible Interpretation

Love Together: Longtime Male Couples on Healthy Intimacy and Communication by Tim R. Clausen. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Love Upside Down: Life, Love and the Subversive Jesus by Steven Ogden. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


Loving Pearl: A Mother’s Call to Unconditional Love by Dawn Bennett. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Made This Way by David J. Daynes. Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives

Making It Legal: A Guide to Same-Sex Marriage, Domestic Partnership & Civil Unions by Frederick Hertz and Emily Doskow. Ceremonies & Rituals: Marriage


Male Homosexualities and World Religions by Pierre Hurteau. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Marginalized Men: Stories of SGL Ministers in the African-American Church by D. Marcell, Travis Lee, others. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Marriage Equality: Why Same-Sex Marriage Is Good for the Church and the Nation by Steven F. Kindle. Ceremonies & Rituals: Marriage


Masked Voices: Gay Men and Lesbians in Cold War America (SUNY Series in Queer Politics and Cultures) by Craig M. Loftin. Historical Scholarship

Men, Masculinities, and Religious Change in Twentieth-Century Britain (Genders and Sexualities in History) by Lucy Delap (ed.) and Sue Morgan (ed.). Historical Scholarship

Mighty Real: An Anthology of African American Same Gender Loving Writing by R. Bryant Smith (ed.) and Darius Omar Williams (ed.). Christian Traditions: General Surveys


Minorities' Rights: Same Sex Marriage: A Legal, Political, and Religious Analysis by Levelt Francois. Ceremonies & Rituals: Marriage

The Missing Myth: A New Vision of Same-Sex Love by Gilles Herrada. Historical Scholarship


The Monk and the Skeptic: Dialogues on Sex, Faith, and Religion by Frank Browning. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


More than a Monologue: Sexual Diversity and the Catholic Church: Voices of Our Times (Catholic Practice in North America) by Christine Firer Hinze and J. Patrick Hornbeck II. Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions


Muslim Lesbian Anthology by Teejay Lecapois. Alternative Viewpoints & Journeys
My Almost Certainly Real Imaginary Jesus by Kelly Barth. Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives

My Disquiet Gene by Jerry Hientzberger. Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions: Personal Narratives

My Thinning Years: Starving the Gay Within by Jon Derek Croteau. Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions: Personal Narratives

Mychal’s Prayer: Praying with Father Mychal Judge by Salvatore Sapienza. Christian Traditions: Devotional Literature

A Name in Heaven Bible Revised by Rickie Bartlett. Christian Traditions: Bible Interpretation


Negotiating Sexual Identities: Lesbian, Gay, and Queer Perspectives on Being Mennonite (Masters of Peace) by J. Alicia Dueck. Historical Scholarship

Neither Here Nor There by John Suddath. Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives


The New Asceticism by Sarah Coakley. Alternative Viewpoints & Journeys

A New Kind of Christianity: Ten Questions That Are Transforming the Faith by Brian D. McLaren. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

No Condemnation!: The Bible and Homosexuality: A Study Manual by Gary E. Gilthvedt. Christian Traditions: Bible Interpretation

No Longer Lonely: A Gay Former Priest Journeys from His Secret to Freedom by Ray Buteau. Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions

Not Haram: Bisexual Muslim Men's Stories by Teejay Lecapois. Alternative Viewpoints & Journeys

Not Straight Forward: The Disarmingly Candid Memoirs of a Gay Ex-Roman Catholic Priest by Peter Bentley. Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions: Personal Narratives

Odd Man Out by Joseph R. Murray II. Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions: Personal Narratives
**Of God and Men: A Life in the Closet** by Raymond Alikpala. **Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions: Personal Narratives**

**Older Man Younger Man: A Love Story** by Joseph Dispenza. **Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions: Personal Narratives**


**On Thundering Wings: Homosexuality, Love & the Church On Trial** by Ermalou McDuffie Roller. **Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives**


**One Trans Woman’s Spiritual Journey: Transcending into Womanhood in Phuket, Thailand** by Lorrianne Sade Baskerville. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

**Only Say the Word: Affirming Gay and Lesbian Love** by Alan McManus. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

**Ooh Yes I Do!: The Ultimate Gay & Lesbian Wedding Planner** by Richard Gough-Buijs and Hannah Brackenbury. **Ceremonies & Rituals: Marriage**

**An Ordinary Catholic: A View from the Pew** by Thomas Arthur Nelson. **Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions**

**Oriented to Faith: Transforming the Conflict over Gay Relationships** by Tim Otto. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

**The Orphan of God: A Memoir** by Pip Gordon. **Mormon Traditions**

**Our Family Outing: A Memoir of Coming Out and Coming Through** by Joe Cobb and Leigh Anne Taylor. **Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives**

**Our Gay Son: A Christian Father’s Search for Truth** by David Robert-John. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

**Out of the Darkness and Over the Rainbow: A Personal Journey of Love and Acceptance** by Madon Gomez. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

**Out with Consequences: A Journey out of Jehovah’s Witnesses** by Debbie L. McDaniel. **Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Series/Traditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outing the Bible: Queer Folks, God, Jesus, and the Christian Scriptures</td>
<td>Nancy Wilson</td>
<td>Christian Traditions: Bible Interpretation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outing the Church: 40 Years in the Queer Christian Movement</td>
<td>Nancy Wilson</td>
<td>Christian Traditions: General Surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside the City Gate: The Spiritual Awakening of the LGBTQ Christian Church</td>
<td>Selma Selma</td>
<td>Historical Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outspoken: Coming Out in the Anglican Church of Aotearoa New Zealand</td>
<td>Liz Lightfoot</td>
<td>Christian Traditions: General Surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over Coffee: A Conversation for Gay Partnership and Conservative Faith</td>
<td>Dave Thompson</td>
<td>Christian Traditions: General Surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overcoming: Alone Against the World</td>
<td>Hamid Zaher</td>
<td>Christian Traditions: General Surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overcoming Religion-based Abuse: A Spiritual Guide for LGBT People of Color</td>
<td>Rizi Timane</td>
<td>Christian Traditions: General Surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Oxford Handbook of Theology, Sexuality, and Gender</td>
<td>Adrian Thatcher, ed.</td>
<td>Christian Traditions: General Surveys</td>
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